HOOK UP/LEAD PPO HOOK-UP WIRE 600V, 105°C AWM STYLE

Electrical panel builders, Electrical/electronic manufacturers, Appliance manufacturers, Furniture, Computer manufacturers, Automotive companies and their sub-suppliers, Buildings.

Belden Hook-Up Wire, Dispenser Kits & Test Prod Wire

UL AWM STYLE 3340 AND 3374 600V

Stranded Tinned Copper Conductor

Belden Wire & Cable

TEST PROD WIRE

Tinned Copper, Rubber Insulated

Tinned Copper, PVC Insulated

Tinned Copper, Polyethylene Insulated, PVC Jacket

HOOK-UP WIRE DISPENSER KITS

Great for R & D labs, engineers, serviciomen and hobbyists. Kits are available in five 100' spools or eight 25' spools. Each spool is a different color and comes in a portable dispenser rack.
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